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About This Game

The mighty mythological hero, Garshasp, travels into distant lands in search for the secrets hidden in the temple of the dragon,
unaware of the hidden dangers and creatures awaiting him in the cursed lands.

You play as the mighty Garshasp in this hack and slash expansion pack for the original “Garshasp: The Monster Slayer” game
taking place before the original story.

Key features

Deep hack and slash combat system with various combo moves

Cinematic in-game camera following the epic journey

Fantasy mythological world filled with ferocious monsters from ancient literature and Persian Mythology

Epic environments

Mythology based story
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At the first level there is a puzzle where you are able to move a platform. If you die when it is near the ceiling, despite you have
saved BEFORE moving it, you'll find yourself stuck since you can't jump on the platform which is far far away from you.
What's the point of doing a GoW clone anyway? The guys from Santa Monica already squeezed the franchise, and they have all
the technology and brilliant artists they may want to hire.. I was drunk when i bought this game.I stayed sober since then, 10/10
got rid of my drinking habbit.. Can't get it to work.. bbuy the game on g.#two.a dotcom its not woth 5$ the game remind me of
GOD OF WAR.... this game is complete garbage tbh, way worse than the monster slayer, cant control camera, everything is
glitchy, lots of bugs... i came back almost to the beggining of the game from a castle area due to a bug when i was almost
completing the game, then when i came back, had to press the action button to activate a to complete a puzzle and it jsut didnt
work, pressed it, got a white screen and nothing happened, jsut lol... preety damn bad imitation of darksiders and gow, even
excluding all the bugs tbh, sorry. this game is the worst game i have ever played. Garshasp - a game with solid storyline, like a
prince of persia, only inspired by actual mythology.

Great fun, good play.
It's short, but very solid. You can telln the developer actually played his own game. Combat is good, the platformy bits are good,
and a decent storyline ties it all together.. what is this crap....
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Marg bar America. If you like Garshasp, you must buy this one despite the bugs and the too short game.. This game plays as if it
was created by a 13 year old pubescent virgin. The cut scenes appear to be thrown together; graphics were crappy, dialogue was
poorly written, and the voice acting was attrocious (almost sounds like the voices were computer generated as opposed to being
voiced by a real human). The gameplay was bland, combat felt clunky with the keyboard and mouse, but improves with a
controler. I'd say that the controller support is one of the few highlights of the game. It's clear that this game had a low budget.
Low budget games don't have to be bad. I've played plenty of low budget games that had incredible gameplay and imaginitive
stories (vvvvvv is one that comes to mind). It sort of feels like dead mage blew the entire budget on graphics at the expense of
every other aspect of game play. I realize that I probably spent more time downloading this game than actually playing it;
however, if someone had a gun to my head forcing me to play this game or die, I'd probably rip the gun out of my captor's hands
and take my own life.. Not itself a bad game, just, as you play it several things will jump out at you as annoying.

Voice acting and sync with the cutscene animations are awful. Combat was uninspired - just hack and then roll away.

But the most annoying part for me was the camera angles are all auto. This made playing with the keyboard really hard, as I'd be
traveling a direction, then the camera would rotate, and the direction I was going now leads me right off a cliff (several times).
Got my gamepad working and tried again, and the play was a lot better.

Graphics and environments are very good. While I can't recommend the game (maybe it was a 4/10), if on-the-cheap gaming is
your thing, it's worth a spin.

. I really adore this game, for being a budget Title. It has it's glitches here and there, which can be handled with. I'd say go check
it out! :). I can honestly say that this is the only game I have ever played which has left me truly speechless.
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